SELECTED PROJECT EXPERIENCE
AQUARIA AND AQUATIC SHOWS

CD+M Lighting Design Group is an international lighting design consultancy comprised of designers whose work encompasses a variety
of markets. Our award-winning design team has extensive experience creating innovative custom lighting plans to enhance architectural
environments. Our clients include leading architects, interior designers and developers in more than 20 countries worldwide.
With staff in the US, UAE, UK and PRC, our designers are fluent in multiple languages, maintain close ties to global manufacturers and suppliers
and have an excellent understanding of how to integrate lighting into both architecture and landscaping.

GEORGIA AQUARIUM, ATLANTA, GA
Ted Ferreira consulted with program manager Heery
International and concept designer Gary Goddard
Enterprises to design and program specialty lighting for
the Georgia Aquarium’s 4D theatre show, lantern wall,
plaza, dolphin exhibit and ballroom ceiling. Conceptual
lighting design of the facility was provided by Quentin
Thomas and Exhibit Lighting was provided by Fisher
Marantz Stone & Associates. The project was awarded
a 2007 Lumen East award for the Exhibit lighting and a
2007 IIDA Award of Merit in Lighting Design.

MISTIFY SPECTACULAR – SEAWORLD, ORLANDO, FL
The Mistify Nighttime Spectacular was a multimedia
fantasy experience of film and water-themed special
effects that unfolds in the lagoon just offshore from
the Waterfront at Seaworld Orlando. 30 M tall walls
of water serve as projection screens on which video
projections of dancing whales, erupting undersea
volcanos and ocean storms serce as a backdrop for
flame cannons, fireworks and water fountains. CD+M
provided lighting design and programming for this
popular show, which received a 2006 IIDA Award of
Merit in Lighting Design.

DUBAI AQUARIUM, DUBAI, UAE
Among the newest attractions in one of the
world’s fastest growing cities, the Dubai
Aquarium delights visitors with close-up views
of ocean life. Over 33,000 sea creatures
can be spotted through the aquarium’s
breathtaking viewing window - the largest
in the world - and 40 M long transparent,
underwater tunnel. The Aquarium is a leading
destination in the expansive Dubai Mall. The
project was awarded a 2009 IIDA Award of
Merit in Lighting Design.
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